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Prophet of Moonshae
What would you sacrifice to save the one's you love? To save the one who holds
your heart? To save the world? Kenley Grayson is all too familiar with these
questions. After Earth is thrust into its first intergalactic war with an unknown race
called the Bringers, our military forces begin to suffer heavy losses. Desperate for
a solution, the Allied Federation issues a worldwide draft for every able seventeen
year old to enlist. As Kenley turns seventeen, she finds herself thrown into the very
war that took her older brother's life. This year's draft is a little different than in the
past though. A new program, known as the Magnus Project, has been introduced,
and only the best and brightest qualify. Kenley is amongst a select few whom are
chosen to join this elite group of soldiers, and as a part of this project, undergoes a
modification procedure that leaves her and her peers endowed with powers
beyond their wildest dreams. As Earth continues in its struggle against the
Bringers, Kenley is transported to a high-tech training facility, the Magnus
Academy, to prepare for the major battle that lies ahead. It's here that she meets
the California heartthrob, and son of a legendary war hero, Landon Shaw. As
unexpected feelings toward Landon begin to develop, Kenley wonders if this is the
right time or place for romance to bloom, especially when those feelings start to
interfere with her training. With the weight of the world on her shoulders, Kenley is
constantly reminded of how important she and the rest of the Magnus cadets are
to the fate of humanity. She is one of the Modified, Earth's last line of defense
against utter destruction.

Modified
By 4042 CE, the Hierophant and his cannibalistic army of martyrs are dangerously
near global dominance. That same year his daughter, General Dominia di
Mephitoli, flees the so-called Holy Father's regime in a globetrotting gambit to
resurrect her wife. Dive into the first of a horrific cyberpunk trilogy LGBTQ+
readers will talk about for years.

Handbook of Seal Integrity in the Food Industry
Human colonists defend their planet from terrifyingly advanced assassins in this
tale of “fast-paced action and political intrigue” (Library Journal). This is the third
novel from award-winning novelist Christopher Hinz. Beginning where the critically
acclaimed Liege-Killer and Ash Ock end, The Paratwa chronicles the lives of the
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Irryan colonists as they prepare for the imminent attack of the fierce and vicious
Paratwa assassins. Facing the threat of their dark enemies, an Irryan named Gillian
must also cope with her inner turmoil, as the madness of her nature threatens to
consume her life. She discovers that she is a genetically modified creature whose
purpose is to serve the needs of others, and the course of her destiny is not in her
own hands.

The Paratwa
Writer Piper George keeps a journal that marks the passage of the seasons and
time since she put her baby up for adoption as a teen mother. She develops a
friendship with her neighbor Edward "Ned" Chesterfield that could be more if she
would open up her heart and learn that love is never truly lost.

Her Demonic Angel
Before the Evolution there was TorBane: technology that infused human DNA with
cybernetic matter. It had the ability to grow new organs and limbs, to heal the
world. Until it evolved out of control and spread like the common cold. The
machine took over, the soul vanished, and the Bane were born. The Bane won't
stop until every last person has been infected. With less than two percent of the
human population left, mankind is on the brink of extinction. Eve knows the stories
of the Evolution, the time before she wandered into the colony of Eden, unable to
recall anything but her name. But she doesn't need memories to know this world is
her reality. This is a world that is quickly losing its humanity, one Bane at a time.
Fighting to keep one of the last remaining human colonies alive, Eve finds herself
torn between her dedication to the colony, and the discovery of love. There is
Avian and West – one a soldier, one a keeper of secrets. And in the end, Eve will
make a choice that will change the future of mankind. The Bane is The Terminator
meets The Walking Dead with a heart-twisting romance. Previously published as
Eden, due to reader demand it has been revamped and rereleased as The Bane:
book one in The Eden Trilogy. The Bane: Book One The Human: Book Two The Eve:
Book Three The Ashes: an Eden prequel The Raid: an Eden short story

The Modified
Seal integrity is vital in food supply chains with modern methods of food retailing
and a requirement for very high levels of consumer satisfaction. Robust packages
are an important factor in food preservation, consumer confidence in the product
as well as waste minimisation and cost control throughout the system. The
Handbook of Seal Integrity in the Food Industry is aimed at people working in food
supply chains and associated industries from packing machine operators to quality
managers and from retail technical staff to packaging machine designers and
maintenance engineers. This well illustrated and comprehensively indexed
handbook paints a complete picture of all of the factors that operate together in
the creation of food packages with high performing seals. A comprehensive review
of the reasons for poor seal integrity is included along with suggestions for
improvements in maintenance, machine set up and operation. Seal testing
systems are featured along with management techniques to ensure a high level of
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performance and consistency in your business and a right first time approach
within packaging systems.The design and operation of the main types of sealing
system is reviewed for rigid, semi rigid and flexible packaging systems along with
an overview of packing materials such as thermoplastics. Finally the handbook
looks at innovations in the packaging of food products with a view of developments
in packaging materials, sealing systems and on-line seal integrity measurement
and monitoring systems.

Holiday for the Hostile
This complete box set includes all 6 books in the Manipulated series. Save over
60% the total price of the titles purchased individually. What if the sky was deadly?
Fin has never stepped foot on the surface of the Earth. Working the mines, deep
below, has been the only life she's ever known. The underground is nothing more
than an existence of sweat and monotony in service to the Enhanced Human
Coalition--the genetically-modified who control the underground from the world
above. Every Dweller underground understands that you serve the EHC up top, or
you don't eat. Two hundred years after the planet's magnetic poles began to flip,
Earth's surface has become irradiated and unsustainable. As the land, water, and
even the air grew toxic, the underprivileged were doomed to a life of hard labor
underground, while the Enhanced Human Coalition on the surface enjoy their
spoils. But now, Fin and her friends discover a stolen piece of EHC tech that
modifies genetics, giving them the abilities of those up top--varied levels of
increased strength, intelligence, and adaptation to the surface's harsh conditions.
The theft of this technology triggers a manhunt, forcing them to flee to the most
dangerous place they could possibly go aboveground. Can she save a world broken
in two? Fans of The Maze Runner, Configured, and Influence will devour this fastpaced, innovative sci-fi adventure. "A gripping sci-fi dystopian thriller."- ★★★★★
"This is a book that will grab you from the first page and draw you in until the very
end."- ★★★★★ What are you waiting for? Scroll up and click buy now to find out
why readers all over the world are addicted to The Manipulated Series!

Enterprise Grammar 1
When the people on the islands of Moonshae forsake their goddess, the
Earthmother, it is up to the daughter of the High King Tristan Kendrick to restore
their faith.

Confronting the Hostile
When Leigh Benoit returns home to Louisiana for the funeral of her brother and his
wife, she becomes increasingly concerned about the welfare of her orphaned
niece, Lyla. She is prompted by her grandmother, Clothilde, to move back to take
care of her. Leigh has no desire to take on any responsibility, and being home
again brings back painful memories. At the funeral, Leigh's childhood friend,
Detective Lucas Castille, tells her the mysterious details of the accident that killed
her brother and his wife. Lucas' young son has dreams of a Dark Man who wishes
to harm Lyla. Leigh begins to have similar dreams. She struggles with her rational
mind but vows to protect her niece. Soon, she finds out there is more to the story
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and more to her grandmother than she thought.

Carry Her Heart
The Hostile by Joy Mutter is an unusual, involving contemporary thriller with a
heavy sprinkling of paranormal and fantasy. In a rundown area of Manchester,
inside a bathroom in a small, terraced house overflowing with children and
dysfunctional parents, an unfathomable, powerful entity infiltrates twelve-year-old
Serena's life with disastrous effects. The enigmatic force not only dramatically
affects introverted Serena's life, but threatens the well-being of everyone she
knows, especially those people who for some reason have earned the strange girl's
displeasure. It soon becomes clear that nobody should ever upset Serena if they
know what is good for them. After reading The Hostile, you will never look at DIY in
the same way again.

Random Bullets
A retired Irish superintendent and his former colleague, a handsome DCI from
Liverpool, attempt to rid themselves and the world of their lethal tile masters. Will
they succeed in reclaiming their freedom, or will the bizarre killing games
continue? Confronting The Hostile is book 4 in The Hostile series of unusual
paranormal crime thrillers.

Diet Rehab
Everyone has secrets, but some can change your life forever.… In the midst of the
Second World War, Eva receives the devastating news that her husband is missing
and presumed dead. Neither wife nor widow, she lives in a numb state of limbo
until, in the heat of an English summer, she meets Bill, a black American GI.
Despite their vastly different backgrounds, neither can deny the love that
overcomes them in the frantic weeks that follow, when every day could be their
last. After Eva discovers she's pregnant, Bill is shipped off to join the D-day fight,
leaving her alone in a bigoted world. As her mixed-race daughter, Louisa, grows
up, how far will Eva go to keep her safe and bury the past? And how far will Louisa
go to uncover the truth?

Pilgrim Tale
What if the sky was deadly? Fin has never stepped foot on the surface of the Earth.
Working the mines, deep below, has been the only life she's ever known. The
underground is nothing more than an existence of sweat and monotony in service
to the Enhanced Human Coalition--the genetically-modified who control the
underground from the world above. Every Dweller underground understands that
you serve the EHC up top, or you don't eat. Two hundred years after the planet's
magnetic poles began to flip, Earth's surface has become irradiated and
unsustainable. As the land, water, and even the air grew toxic, the underprivileged
were doomed to a life of hard labor underground, while the Enhanced Human
Coalition on the surface enjoy their spoils. But now, Fin and her friends discover a
stolen piece of EHC tech that modifies genetics, giving them the abilities of those
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up top--varied levels of increased strength, intelligence, and adaptation to the
surface's harsh conditions. The theft of this technology triggers a manhunt, forcing
them to flee to the most dangerous place they could possibly go aboveground. Can
she save a world broken in two? Fans of The Maze Runner, Configured, and
Influence will devour this fast-paced, innovative sci-fi adventure.

Liege-Killer
Cael McAvoy, living in the corn-overrun Heartland below extravagant sky flotillas,
grows tired of scavenging and living in the Empyrean Empire's shadow and vows to
do something to change his lot in life.

Nocturne Op.27 No.1
The co-host of TLC's hit series, Freaky Eaters, reveals the ultimate diet plan to kick
the junk-food habit in just four weeks- without the pain of withdrawal. In March
2010, The Scripps Research Institute released a study showing how rats on a junkfood diet had just as difficult a time-if not more so-giving up excess fat and sugar
as the rats who were struggling to recover from cocaine dependence. The results
showed that certain foods actually alter the brain's chemistry, making our
consumption of these foods less like an indulgence and more like an addiction. Our
brains require two key neurotransmitters to maintain proper mood and function,
serotonin and dopamine. We get a rush of the two when we eat junk food, but the
converse is also true: If we stop eating them cold turkey, we go through serotonin
and dopamine withdrawal. This is what causes so many dieters to ultimately fail. In
order to successfully lose weight, explains Dr. Mike Dow, dieters should be
sensitive both to their emotional and physical needs. Dr. Dow, a psychologist who
specializes in addictive behavior and eating disorders, introduces a four-week
program for breaking the hold that food has over the body, mind, and spirit by
gradually decreasing the amount of "bad" foods while increasing activities and
foods that boost serotonin and dopamine levels. Sensible and uniquely effective,
Diet Rehab eliminates the withdrawal pains of most diet plans, and provides the
structure for a sustainable, healthy, and happy lifestyle.

Dark Bayou
ALL HE NEEDS Brilliant. Wealthy. Powerful. Dominic Knight is one of the hottest
tech developers in the world--and the most demanding lover Kate Hart has ever
known. Whether in the boardroom or the bedroom, he is always in charge. But
there is one thing he cannot control: Kate's fiery heart As a master in her field,
talented Kate surpassed Dominic's wildest expectations. As a woman of uncommon
intelligence and beauty, she unlocked something deep within him. Yet since their
professional relationship--and erotically charged affair--came to an end, the fire in
him has only grown stronger. Now, the man who has everything will do whatever it
takes to reclaim the woman he lost. From Boston and Paris to Singapore and San
Francisco, he will lure Kate back into his elite world of privilege and passion.
Together, they will test the limits of desire and the boundaries of discipline. For
both, this is uncharted territory--naked, reckless, and uninhibited. But when
Dominic's deadliest enemies target Kate, he must face his darkest fearsand admit
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to himself that she is all he needs.

All He Needs
Holiday for The Hostile, second book in The Hostile series, is probably even
stranger than the first. Serena, plus her unusual friend and partner in crime, Tile X,
reluctantly find themselves suffering a family holiday at her eccentric grandfather's
hovel in Ireland. Who will escape intact from their dramatic holiday from Hell? A
gripping paranormal thriller with a splash of horror.

Modified
Under the Empyrean Sky
Essays exploring the history and politics of South Africa cover racial separation,
domestic resistance, economic sanctions, and the challenges of democracy

The Eden Trilogy: Omnibus Edition
Suspense mounts in this third and final novel in the Rising World trilogy, a magical
post-apocalyptic adventure about a set of ancient books that hold the key to
humanity’s survival. Following the events in Journey Through the Mirror, Logan,
Valerie, and Mr. Perrot continue their frantic search for Simon Hitchlords, the man
who now possesses all four copies of the Chronicles of Satraya. The trio embarks
on a worldwide manhunt to track down the fugitive and his accomplices as a
mysterious illness of unknown origins begins to threaten the lives of all men,
women, and children. The secret to the world’s survival, once again, lies in an
artistic masterpiece given to Logan by the enigmatic Sebastian Quinn. Time is
ticking as Logan travels the world—from Easter Island, to the Sky Caves of
Mustang, to the legendary city of Angkor Wat—to unravel a series of clues forged
in the stones eons ago. The hidden symbols of the Chronicles emerge as their
secrets bend to the will of a tyrant’s dark vision. It looks as though it will take more
than the flame of a candle, or the morphing reflection of a mirror, for Logan to stop
what is coming. But, unbeknownst to all, the Chronicles have a final secret to
unveil, a secret so powerful it will turn the tables on everyone and pit Logan
against Simon in a final showdown. The third book in the Rising World trilogy,
Journey Past Time is the stunning finale to a race-against-time adventure that you
won’t want to end. Says Gotham Chopra, author of Walking Wisdom: “The result is
a bold and exciting odyssey that not only entertains, but also asks every reader to
question the greater purpose of their own existence and the world around them.”

The Outstretched Shadow
Post-apocalyptic adventure tale for fans of Bernard Cornwall, Cormack McCarthy,
and the Samurai 7 Series

The End of Apartheid in South Africa
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Forager's Twists & Turns Will Keep You Guessing Until the Very End Eighteen-yearold Ethan Jones has a secret that even his parents and foraging companions don't
know. And if that secret is discovered, he'll be dragged away by the town's
draconian paramilitary Custodians to be dissected like a frog. The only time he
feels safe, the only time he feels free, is when he's out in the ruins of 2122 AD
Melbourne, foraging for scrap metals. The dull, drudgery of his life, however, is
shattered when he rescues a mysterious Japanese girl from the degenerate,
savage Skel. A girl who then breaks the town's rigid conventions in her attempts to
get to know him, a girl who also carries the pain of a broken heart. Meanwhile, the
nomadic Skel savages are ramping up their attacks on Newhome's foraging teams
and infesting Melbourne's ruins in ever greater numbers. Is this part of a larger
plan that could spell the town's doom?

The Hostile Game
TorBane was created to save the world. Cybernetic technology designed to fuse
with human DNA gave it the ability to heal anything. Instead, it left ninety-eight
percent of Earth’s population more machine than man. Eve is a soldier without a
past. Her only goal is to keep her family, the colony of Eden, alive and away from
the Bane: those infected by TorBane. She hunts, she watches, and she fights when
needed. Avian and West will wake her up. One a soldier, one a keeper of
secrets—they will both test Eve’s sanity and awaken emotions she never knew she
could feel. And she will make a choice that will change the future of mankind.
Those few humans left will fight. Against the evolving Bane, against those among
themselves that may be human, but may not have a conscience or soul. And they’ll
stand together until the very end. The Eden Trilogy is The Terminator meets The
Walking Dead with a heart-twisting romance and an explosive finish you’ll never
see coming. This omnibus edition includes THE BANE, THE HUMAN, THE EVE, THE
RAID: an Eden short story, and THE ASHES: an Eden prequel.

The Bane
After shooting and killing his nephew, a gunman runs wild in a London park. What
drives Edward to commit such a heinous act? Who will survive yet another of his
moments of madness? Set in 2015, Random Bullets is an erotic thriller with a
fantasy twist.

Philip K. Dick
The Outstretched Shadow, the first book in The Obsidian Trilogy from Mercedes
Lackey and James Mallory Kellen Tavadon, son of the Arch-Mage Lycaelon, thought
he knew the way the world worked. His father, leading the wise and benevolent
Council of Mages, protected and guided the citizens of the Golden City of the Bells.
Young Mages in training--all men, for women were unfit to practice
magic--memorized the intricate details of High Magic and aspired to seats on the
council. Then he found the forbidden Books of Wild Magic--or did they find him?
The three slim volumes woke Kellen to the wide world outside the City's isolating
walls. Their Magic was not dead, strangled by rules and regulations. It felt like a
living thing, guided by the hearts and minds of those who practiced it and
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benefited from it. Questioning everything he has known, Kellen discovers too many
of the City's dark secrets. Banished, with the Outlaw Hunt on his heels, Kellen
invokes Wild Magic--and finds himself running for his life with a unicorn at his side.
Kellen's life changes almost faster than he can understand or accept. Rescued by a
unicorn, healed by a female Wild Mage who knows more about Kellen than anyone
outside the City should, meeting Elven royalty and Elven warriors, and plunged into
a world where the magical beings he has learned about as abstract concepts are
flesh and blood creatures-Kellen both revels in and fears his new freedom.
Especially once he learns about Demons. He'd always thought they were another
abstract concept-a stand-in for ultimate evil. But if centaurs and dryads are real,
then Demons surely are as well. And the one thing all the Mages of the City agreed
on was that practicing Wild Magic corrupted a Mage. Turned him into a Demon.
Would that be Kellen's fate? Deep in Obsidian Mountain, the Demons are waiting.
Since their defeat in the last great War, they've been biding their time, sowing the
seeds of distrust and discontent between their human and Elven enemies. Very
soon now, when the Demons rise to make war, there will be no alliance between
High and Wild Magic to stand against them. And all the world will belong to the
Endarkened. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Hierophant's Daughter
The Annotated Gilbert and Sullivan
Winner of the Compton Crook Award: This tale of genetically modified killers of the
future is “a genuine page-turner . . . Don’t miss it” (Locus). Two hundred years
after a nuclear apocalypse forced humanity to flee earth, humans still remember
the most feared warriors of that planet—the Paratwa, genetically modified killers
who occupy two bodies controlled by one vicious mind. The legendary Paratwa
named Reemul, known as the Liege-Killer, was the strongest of them all. Now
someone has revived Reemul from stasis and sent him to terrorize the peaceful
orbital colonies of Earth. Is this an isolated incident, or has the one who unleashed
this terrible power announced a gambit for control over the entire human race?

The Color of Secrets
In The Hostile Game, Manchester-based Serena, now eighteen and pregnant,
finally discovers the reason why Tile X befriended her seven years before. She
doesn't like what she hears. Mayhem ensues, with a retired Irish police
superintendent becoming more involved than perhaps he should have. The Hostile
Game is the third book in The Hostile series of gripping paranormal thrillers. Each
book in this unusual collection can be read as a standalone, but maybe you should
treat yourself and read the two previous books, The Hostile, and Holiday for The
Hostile.

The Hostile
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Journey Past Time
Her demonic Angel is a collection of all of Joy Mutter's short stories that she has
written thus far. As the stories are in a variety of genres, there should be
something for everyone to enjoy. Some of her baker's dozen of tales are stranger
than others, but all could be described as different shades of dark. Despite its
suggestive title, Her demonic Angel is not erotica.

Forager
Philip K. Dick's VALIS trilogy and Exegesis began with a series of startling mystical
experiences in February and March of 1974. Find out what happened, and how he
explained it, through the eyes of his wife, who lived through it with him. This
personal look at Phil's "pink light" experience and the work that it spawned covers
the final ten years of his life, with some background from his earlier years. This
edition is expanded- Chapter Three is new.
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